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Abstract
The “co-experiences” are booming. The trend of complex interdisciplinary projects makes
co-creation a more and more common way of working, but also changes the conditions for
co-creation. How these co-creation processes are structured and conceived is a longstanding debate in the field of design with a main focus on the chosen methods or the
underlying mind-set. However, co-creation could also be approached from a practiceoriented perspective, a view already hinted for in the existing literature.
To motivate a practice-oriented perspective on co-creation and to spot the added value of
it, critical-incidents of an on-going R&D-project are described and discussed against the
conceptual framework of practice theory. The analysis results in an understanding of cocreation as a texture of local and dynamic practices, which evolve independently from
methods, but depend on shared interpretative schemes and constant negotiations. A
practice-oriented perspective opens up a useful view for the analysis of the new cocreation processes and its problems. The results provide practitioners with good starting
points for the understanding and support of co-creation beyond defined methods, roles
and sessions.
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Introduction
The approach and need to involve users or stakeholders into the design process and
collective decision-making date back to 1960’s – public consultations and workshops in
community planning - and 1970’s with participatory design in system development. Since
that time, the number of projects using participatory approaches in design, later called cocreation, grew and co-creation has become a common way of working for example in
design education, management and marketing, public services, as well as in
interdisciplinary research and development projects. While these projects follow the
overall definition of “co-creation as any act of collective creativity that is experienced
jointly by two or more people” (Sanders & Simons, 2009, p. 1), the circumstances and
conditions under which co-creation is applied have changed. For example, international

research and development projects are often challenged by large teams with different
disciplinary and cultural backgrounds, shifting roles and personnel, as well as the
distribution of work across space and time. This growth of scope, scale, and complexity in
co-creative processes does not only call for new tools and methods (cf. Sanders &
Stappers, 2008) but also raises questions about the conception of co-creation as such.
So far co-creation most often has been conceptualized either in terms of tools, techniques
and methods or as a particular mind-seta. In the first case, co-creation is basically
approached from an instrumental perspective in the sense that respective tools and
methods are understood as means at the designer’s disposal. The main intent hence is to
provide practitioners with a guiding toolkit. Respective practitioner’s guides (e.g. Muller et
al., 1993; Wilson, Beckker, Johnson & Johnson, 1997) often focus on overall, normative
frameworks, which support the practitioners in planning their processes with hints for
generative ways of involvements. In the second case, it has been suggested that
participation and co-creation are better to be understood as “a mind-set and an attitude
about people” (Sanders, 2002, p.1). Here it is assumed that a respective mind-set is more
fundamental and important than a set of methods or methodologies in that it provides an
overall compass for those engaged in co-creation (cf. Sanders & Simons, 2009).
However, while both perspectives shed light on important aspects of co-creation, as such
both of them do not lend themselves to a deeper understanding of co-creation as they
essentially render notions of method and mind-set unproblematic. If co-creation is
understood in terms of tools and methods, the question of how these methods are
introduced, collective interpreted and enacted becomes subordinate. Similarly, if cocreation is preconditioned by a particular mind-set, it is difficult to see how mind-sets
actually evolve and are challenged.
Against this background, the aim of this paper is to illustrate how a practice-oriented
perspective on collective activity, provides a more integrative account of co-creative
efforts, a perspective particular suited to depict the dynamics inherent in these processes.
The perspective we aim to develop is in line with calls for studies “to explore in detail what
happens among the participants during collaborate session” (Vaajakallio, 2009, p.1) and
echoes concerns about reductive accounts of methods (e.g. Fenwick, 2012). Additionally,
it mirrors a basic concern for the concept practice recurrently referred to but rarely
explicated by a variety of authors on co-creation such as Kuijer (2009), Muller et al. (1993),
Belotti, Shum, MacLean & Hammond (1995), or Sanders (2002, 2008, 2011).
To follow this trace of practice theory, the authors present a conceptual framework of a
practice-oriented view. To illustrate this framework, it is adapted to the R&D-project the
authors are participating in, which is aiming to develop an interactive learning environment
within a co-creative process. The case is analysed with the help of critical incidents. The
contextualized and interrelated incidents provide a design narrative of the history and
evolution of the co-creative process over time. Clusters of critical incidents are explained
with exemplary events and then discussed against the practice-oriented perspective. The
conclusions then sums up the added value of practice-oriented perspective and its
relations to the mind-set- and method-perspective and gives an outlook on practical
implications.

A practice-oriented perspective
Conceptual framework
Practices can be understood as all those actions (individual and collective) in and through
which humans appropriate and transform the historically given conditions they find
themselves in (cf. Hörning, 2004). Assuming this, “[…] practice is an analytic concept that

enables interpretation of how people achieve active being-in-the-world” (Gherardi, 2009, b,
p. 536). The knowledge, which is activated by the practitioners to achieve this active
being-in-the-world is often described as implicit or latent. While for example a design team
may be sure about how to behave in the situation of experimenting with prototypes, they
may not be able to explain it to someone, who is new in the team. So practices are not
only implicit to their practitioners, but are also highly situative and local: The new
colleague might have used prototypes as a source of inspiration so far, while in the new
situation prototypes are used only as a test-product for costumers.
So practices depend on situative circumstances – “the situated and ongoing
interrelationships of context (time and place), activity stream, agency (intentions, actions),
and structure (normative, authoritative, and interpretive)“ (Orlikowsky, 2002, p. 255).
A crucial concept to understand for example possible mismatches of different locale
practices are epistemic frames, which represent a kind of knowing “where to begin looking
and asking questions, knowing what constitutes appropriate evidence to consider or
information to assess, knowing how to go about gathering that evidence, and knowing
when to draw a conclusion and/or move on to a different issue” (Shaffer 2006, p. 228).
The epistemic frame includes knowing that, how and with (cf. Broady, 1977) and are part
of the interpretative schemes humans employ to makes sense of the situations they are
facing (cf. Hörning, 2001). Following this, practices are seen as a kind of space, in which
knowledge and insights are created and in which the cultural repertoires of interpretation
and meaning are worked out (cf. Hörning, 2004).
A practice-oriented perspective assumes “that knowing is not a static embedded
capability or stable disposition of actors, but rather an on-going social accomplishment,
constituted and reconstituted as actors engage the world in practice“ (Orlikowksy 2002, p.
250). So as a key concern of the concept of social practices is to understand the
structures, the practitioners cope with, not as given, but as a product of interacting with
the world. In seeing practice both as a way of repetition and renewal (cf. Hörning, 2004),
the practitioners decide in every repetition to stay with the common practice or to change
the interaction. So practices are highly dynamic and adaptable to new challenges and
circumstances. The connections, which are done within practices – connections with other
persons, practices or artefacts – are seen as connections-in-action (Gherardi, 2009 a,
p.115). Within this connections, not the substances of the structures, but the relations
within matter from a practice-oriented perspective. Practices are not thought as single
intentional actions, but as textures of different practices.
So in a whole, practices can be understood as a kind of play – close to Ehn’s idea of
design games (cf. Ehn, 2008), in which the rules for interactions, interpretations are
negotiated more or less implicitly. In action, the social actors negotiate the shared criteria
of fitting and unfitting interactions. While being in interaction, the involved people
experience promptly, if their interactions are appropriate by the reactions of the other
participants (cf. Hörning, 2004).
For the field of design, a practice-oriented approach is not only familiar with Ehn’s design
games, but also with Schön’s idea of a reflective practitioner (cf. Schön, 1983).
Going back to the conceptual frame of social practices, this paper is driven by different
research questions concerning the power of social practices for co-creative work: In
checking the added value of taking a practice-oriented perspective on co-creation in our
case, this paper pursues following sub-research questions: Which (co-creative) practices
are realized? How do these practices evolve? How are challenges (of the postdesign
projects) faced? Which role do mind-set and method play in practicing co-creation?

Research design
To ground/illustrate the practice-oriented perspective, we trace the moves and interactions
of an interdisciplinary team throughout the initial stages of the international R&D project
Idea Garden. We, as authors have been actively involved in this project and hence take
an “inside” perspective for this case study. The following description is therefore
necessarily fragmentary and subjective in the sense that we did not take part in all
discussions between partners. However, we think that an active inside perspective
provides into the way co-creation is enacted but also experienced (cf. Gherardi 2009 a,
p.117).
The sources of data derive from participant observation (e.g. Kawulich, 2005) as well as
documents created and circulated among the partners in the project. Data sources
included minutes and memos from meetings, the formal and informal communications like
skype meetings and email exchange as well as the artefacts created. This data was taken
to reconstruct the chronology of events (see figure 1).
In the multitude of the sequential events, critical incidents (CI) were identified. The critical
incident technique is a retrospective method, which allows to learn about participant’s
feelings, experience or stance towards special events and developments within in a
process and marks incidents or processes with their related context (c.f. Chell, 2004). For
our case, events were selected which became crucial (positively or negatively) for the
further development of the designed product or the co-designerly teamwork in the eyes of
one or more partners. So, these CI are for example incidents, the participants often
referred to in conversation and meetings or ideas/ artefacts, to which happened a reuptake during the process.
The CIs were assorted into the co-design chronology. By connecting the critical incidents
with their overall context and setting of the project, and focusing on the interrelations
between the CI, a design narrative (DN) of the general shape of the project process
evolves, which covers the history and evolution of the design over time. It does not stick to
detailed information, but tries to “communicate compactly and effectively how a design
came into being“ (Hoadley 2002, p. 454). The DN is seen as a chance to „make explicit
some oft he implicit knowledge“ (Hoadley 2002, p. 454) the participants used to
encourage the process and therefore differs from the “official story” depicted in figure 1
and enriches the main events with the trigger points for the evolution of the design (see
figure 2).
In analysing the main commonalities and differences between the incidents in their
relationship to the overall DN’s plot, five different routes through the process evolved.
These routes or clusters of CI are illustrated with specific examples. These examples are
then discussed in light of the conceptual framework introduced before.

Co-Creation in Idea Garden
Context
The described case Idea Garden is an R&D project, funded by the European seventh
framework program, which is working on an interactive learning environment for
collaborative creative work. In the duration of three years, the project’s aim is the
development of demonstrators, which are supposed to support creative people in their
everyday work.
The team consists of two research partners (researchers and designers with experience in
design research, design pedagogy and learning sciences), three technical partners
(researchers and developers with experience in human computer interfaces, interactive

surfaces and natural user interfaces, information systems and semantic technologies) and
three practical partners (interface and product designer in an educational setting, a
company and a small agency). In the description of work, the designers are introduced in
the role of the potential user. They are mainly involved as experts for the everyday
practices, e.g. asked to come up with visions of possible future scenarios, and act as test
beds for evaluating the demonstrators in the practical use at their local work settings. The
project partners work in five different European countries, so to guarantee a close
relationship to the test beds, the research partners work in tandem constellations with
each one of the test beds.
For the workflow, all partners are envisaged as active partners for the development
process, taking the lead for various work packages based on their specified experience,
skills and interest. Additional to the design objective to come up with a demonstrator for
the environment, the partners pursue different research questions like the evolution of
work practices or the use of special interaction material.
The work process is structured by a series of consortium meetings, accompanied by
several virtual meetings as well as phone and email-correspondence. Because of the
distributed workplaces, the teams and tandems work mainly asynchronously. Figure 1
shows the milestones (Cultural probes, Future Workshop, Design Workshop and a
prototyping phase) and the overall directions taken to come up with the project’s objective
of the implementation of a first prototype in the first year. This schematic illustration should
rather be understood as an overall orienting diagram through the significant phases than a
one-to-one rendering of the process.
As you can see in fig. 1, the considered project phase, which will be discussed in this
paper, is mainly concerned with co-discovering and co-defining tasks at the fuzzy frontend
and co-developing issues for the first prototype. For the following two years, two iterations
are planned, in which two further demonstrators will be evaluated.

Figure 1: Main steps and aims in the Co-design process of Idea Garden, based on the
double diamond in the co-design process by Pierri, 2012.

Paths through co-creation

Figure 2: Design narrative, adding the chronology of events with critical incidents.
The design narrative depicts the different critical incidents like comments on one’s own
role, statements to methods, ideas about pushing the process, comments on other’s work
as well as surprising proactive behaviour, which question and/ or extend the schematic
illustration of figure 1. Analysing the sequences and relations of the CI, five clusters positioning (yellow), co-creative methods (red), cross-fertilizes methods (dark blue) as well
as actions beyond the plan (green) and daily work (blue) – are seen as relevant for the
evolution of the co-creative process, and will be explained in the following part.
1: Explicit Positioning
Before the participants really went into collective creativity interactions, they checked
mutually the respective positions of methods and mind-sets on the R&D-map. While the
application document for example was traversed with locale terms of co-creative
processes and methods as hints for the upcoming process, the partners made also
explicit statements to their self-perception for the upcoming process in the initial phase:
When in the first meeting, everyone stated to be a designer (interaction designer, software
designer, strategic designer etc.).
When the process went on, the statements to the self-perception of the partners came up
again and again. Dependent from the state of the process and the planned tasks, they
claimed later on not to be “designers, but just users” or changed from being designers to
being human guinea pigs.

2: Co-creation methods
For fostering the co-creative process, some methodical milestones like a future workshop,
collective mock-up sessions or cultural probes were planned. While e.g. working with
insight cards, collective model making or the collective discussion of usage scenarios in
preparation or during the future workshop stayed unquestioned and leaded to the
anticipated effects like elaborating a common sense, the conduction of other methods like
for example cultural probes for understanding the partners working practices, were
accompanied with some discussions and misunderstandings.
Effected by the initial statements to the self-perception of the partners (“we are all
designers”), cultural probes were planned to be done by everyone. When the cultural
probe kit was announced in the kick-off meeting, some partners asked, if this kind of
method would really gather information. They wondered, why not doing a questionnaire.
When the kit was sent out to all partners, some of them assumed to fill in a creativity test.
Also in the evaluation of the probes, which was planned to be done collectively with the
help of an exhibition of all sent data, misunderstandings on the roles and the meaning of
the method appeared: The participation was quite reserved, until a partner asked the
psychologist within the team to explain the right answers. The conducting team denied
this question, as they understood the cultural probes as kind of inspirational springboard
with no right answers.
3: Cross-fertilized methods
Beside co-creative methods, also rather classical research methods, the partners were
familiar with like interviews and field studies, accompanied the process. In some cases,
just proceeding methods were questioned with the suggestion of other methods, e.g.
interviews instead of application scenarios, or a planned body storming session was
replaced by conversations in an unspoken manner.
Not only as a spontaneous reaction, also planned cross-fertilized methods enriched the
course of possible actions. In this case, a field-study was conducted to have a closer look
on the practices at the practitioner’s site. This approach belongs most likely to a user-assubject mind-set, but over time, some interactions turned this method into a user-aspartner-approach: In the beginning of the project the practitioners made jokes about their
role as a test-bed in the sense of “we are human guinea pigs”. When the field-study
started, the researchers faced this understanding of the practitioner’s role with statement,
that they wanted to learn from the field. During the nonparticipant study, the test-bed and
the researchers got to used to each other. In this growing phase of trust, the practitioners
invited the researchers to give a workshop at their site. As a response to this invitation,
the researchers invited the students to evaluate and complete their presented research
insights. After reading the report of the field-study, the practitioner asked for further
discussions on that, to use the insights for his practical work.
4: Day-to-day business
Beside all these methodical approaches, which were mainly related to face-to-face
meetings, the day-to-day work was most present at the partner’s site. In this daily,
asynchronous workflow the ideas from the sessions are transformed and developed. For
ensuring that the progress of ideas stays transparent and the idea still refers to the
common ground, over time also day-to-day business like emailing, skyping and writing
word-documents were transformed or used to bring the user and the others on board. For
example, writing on deliverables has accompanied by a sequential workflow: When writing
of deliverables came closer, the leading partner often presented a draft outline in an open
word-document format to the others weeks before writing. Also during the writing process

and mainly before delivering, the partners often added comments and renewed the
version on the sharing platform. When writing about the practitioner’s workflows, the
practitioners always had to crosscheck the meaning.
But also failure of communication in everyday work influenced the process, e.g. when the
co-existence of three concurrency concepts were not discussed at all and all partners
went on with their work without an explicit decision.
5: Beyond the plan
While the approaches of co-creative day-to-day business slowed down but preserved the
co-creative motion, there also existed phases of no exchange and shared events. In our
case, especially the semester holiday time in spring and summer – traversed by
asynchronous holidays, stop of the field studies and no duty of deliverables – was
characterized by individual work and almost no exchange between the partners. Although
this situation led to a status of confusion sometimes, it finally provoked surprising, mainly
informal interactions.
In the design workshop, an idea had elaborated, which was fascinating for one of the
partners. This partners did not know in which way the idea would go into the concept for
the prototype, so this partner decided to develop this idea as a side project in his
institution. He asked selected persons to be involved in this side project, whose insights
were planned to be brought into the consortium again.
In the same phase, one of the practical partners submitted spontaneously a prototype for
the surrounding furniture of the planned environment. They transferred a prototype of a
current project to this project and tried to check the resonance within the consortium.

Discussion
The previous design narrative summed up selected collective moves and interactions in
the evolution of the design, which will now be discussed against the conceptual framework.
In general, it can be said, that the findings at large all describe a kind of collective
dialogue about the individual rules of co-creation. It can be seen as a collective search
and negotiation process on what is when, how and for what productive in the co-creative
work.

a) Term dropping for orientation
To start into the project, the partners seem to give themselves a kind of orientation for the
upcoming co-creative process as they point out how they see themselves within the
project as well with which terms of co-creation they are concerned (see Cluster (cl.) 1). As
we can see in the further development, their self-perception changes over time and is
partly not coherent to how they interact. Nevertheless, from a practice-oriented
perspective it seems to be very important to the partners to make this kind of term
dropping in the initial phase to have any basis for getting into work. With the termdropping, it is the first chance for any anticipation for what might be in further development
and by that the basis, they can orientate appropriate behaviour to.

b) First “test” moves
The partners come from different disciplines and have not worked together yet. As we can
see for example in the necessity for term dropping (a) or the continual discussions about
the value or roles of methods like the Cultural probes (cl. 2), the partners do not seem to
have shared practices yet. When they react, misunderstand or suggest new methods,

they refer to their local practices. Although the partners do not share a common ground of
appropriate behaviour in the beginning of the project, they have to start working with each
other. So the first moves can in a whole be understood as a way to jump into work and to
test, what appropriate behaviour in this new setting could be. Necessarily, the transfer of
local practices to new circumstances can lead to misunderstandings and mismatching.
The Cultural Probes are an example, how different methods, tasks and roles can be
understood against the background of one’s own local practices: So for example, the open
and qualitative intention of the cultural probes was hard to understand from the
quantitative practices of the computer sciences discipline. Also misunderstandings of
methods, e.g. when the cultural probes were understood as creativity test or the
psychologist was expected to know the outcomes, the intention and roles within the
method were not shared.
So, to use a co-creative method seems to have a limited guarantee to really work cocreative. Although if the proceeding of the method as well as the relation to a co-creative
setting were quite clear to all participants, the value and respective roles within this
particular situation – e.g. everyone is allowed to make sense of the data – were not
shared against the background of a shared interpretative scheme.

c) Continual explicit and silent negotiations
As we could see in a) and b), the partners act on the knowledge of their local practices
with the respective interpretative scheme and on first ideas of possible ways of practicing
co-creation deriving from single sayings and first misunderstandings resp. commonalities
in doing like model making for developing concept sketches (see cl. 2). Shared practices
are still evolving, and although some corner points have been negotiated like for example
that interviews and conversation seem to a preferred working style (see cl. 2 and 3), the
partners stay in negotiations for proper co-creation sessions and processes. These
negotiations of e.g. the roles were in some examples carried out explicitly - stating one’s
opinion of roles (see cl. 1, 2, 3). But others can be understood as silent agreements on
productive workflows – e.g. the unconfined participation in a meeting or method like model
making (see cl. 2). A very good example for negotiations over time is also the field study
(see cl. 3), in which the observed partners started sceptically, but in response to the way
the research partners practiced the field study they opened up their mind and invited them
to come closer.
Sometimes also negative incidents influence the following practices silently, e.g. in the
design workshop, when a partner’s concept was ignored by the consortium, other partners
were not willing to spent time into work, which could be possibly ignored afterwards. Also
when the partners kept on working without a collective decision about the concurrency of
three concepts (see cl. 4), in not stating it as a problem they gave their silent agreement to
behave like this.

d) All areas
If you assume from a practice-oriented perspective, that co-creation will become what you
actually do and which is decided to be appropriate co-creative behaviour from the group,
then it becomes clearer, why also cross-fertilized methods, everyday work or interactions
beyond the plan are parts of the co-creative process.
When the introduction of a side-project or the transfer of environmental furniture from
another project to Idea Garden (see cl. 5) were welcomed and included into the project,
these interactions were not anymore asked to be appropriate co-creative behaviour, but
had become a part of how Idea Garden conducts co-creation. Also when the crossfertilized methods like interviews were allowed to be done instead of typical co-creative
methods or the field-study became a success and help for both tandem partners (see cl.

4), the preliminary rule was set, that bringing in these methods can be a part of how Idea
Garden does co-creative research.

e) Dynamics
In understanding, that the proceeding in co-creation is negotiable matter, the dynamic
character of practices becomes visible. An example for the existence of dissonant resp.
dynamic practices, which provide a productive texture, are the different realized levels of
participation (Wright et al., 2008) in our project.
While the future-workshop for example was highly participative in the sense of codetermination till decisive power over the shared vision, the retranslating-tasks within the
deliverables were more stabilizing and used in the sense of involvement, consultation or
information. Sending the deliverable to the partners one day before submission would
refer to an informative approach, while asking the participants for feedback to the overall
outline weeks before, could be rather seen as an involvement approach (see cl. 4). The
highest level can be seen in the proactive behaviour within phases of big confusion and
lost motion or contact. Here, the partners were not only involved or asked, but they offered
their knowledge or skills actively.
Although these interactions follow different approaches and may be complementary, for
Idea Garden they stayed for so long unquestioned side to side and build a texture of coexisting, alternating and complementary ways to work together in a co-design project.

Conclusion
The preceding discussion depicted co-creation as a process enacted in a texture of sociomaterial practices, which entail a shared practical knowledge – including knowledge about
roles, process, methods, decision- and meaning-making. Co-creation from this
perspective is not a set of methods or a certain mind-set, but a situated network of
connections-in-action, which evolve through joint interactions and collaborative moves.
From this perspective, methods and mind-set can be understood as a kind of resource,
which are interwoven with the enacted practices and whose meaning is just
understandable and made in the relation to the enacted practice.
With the practice-oriented perspective, the challenges of new generation of co-creation
projects, which were discussed in the introduction, could be identified and specified for our
case. In our project, the challenges of different cultures, new team partners, changing
roles and its depending misunderstandings could be explained with the co-occurrence of
different locale and dynamic practices with respective interpretative schemes. From a
practice-oriented view, the challenges of “larger views across time and space” (Sanders,
2008, p.13) were seen as trigger points for developing new practices to face them, e.g.
proactive interactions beyond the plan or participatory intercourse in working on
deliverables in daily work.
In comparing the findings with the mind-set and method perspective, the practice-oriented
perspective provided us with a widened view. This view allowed us to take more
interactions into account for the process of co-creation and detected co-creative behaviour
in unexpected areas. According to Vaajakallio (2009), it could be analysed what “actually
happened among the participants during the […] sessions” (Vaajakallio, 2009, p.1) and
between the sessions. In contrast to the method-driven perspective with its statement that
“participation must be face-to-face” (Sanders & Simons, 2009, p.1), our findings depict a
picture of co-creation as a whole process, also discussed by Gulari et al. (2011) and Luck,
who considers the human dimension of participatory design, which requires, that
“participatory design is more than a collection of design methods” (Luck, 2003, p.1).

Regarding the mind-set perspective, the findings in our case suggest, that “having the
appropriate mind-set about co-creation” (Sanders & Simons, 2009, p.1) to be successful
in co-creation should be rather restated, that enacting the appropriate mind-set is most
important. Only when mind-set and its implicit knowledge become visible, e.g. in
interactions, they are negotiable. These negotiations are seen as a big chance to find a
shared mind-set, which can act as a directing resource for practices.
The findings can be seen as encouragement for practitioners, to foster co-creation in
emerging situations without methodical frame or classical designer-user relationship. It’s
also encouraging, that a strong participatory mind-set seems to be opportunistic, cutting
its way through participatory settings and non-participatory phases of a project. A
challenge for future co-creation is to widen the focus on just the user’s current and future
practices (e.g. with MakeTools) to the practices of all partners as an approach to a
processual understanding of co-creation, which accommodates the hybrid skills, blurring
roles and the overall we-paradigm of co-creation.
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